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Cheers for the Eagle—The fiery-eyed Eagle,
The noble White Eagle of young Tennessee! The noble White Eagle of young Tennessee!

We point to his virtues; they speak with a tone
Which strikes the bold foe with confusion and terror;
They shrink from our anger, our trumpets' dead clangor;
We beat back the champions of fraud and of error.
While our falchions are gleaming so fearful to see—
Three cheers for the Eagle—
The white-breasted Eagle—
The noble White Eagle of young Tennessee!

They hâve his ancestors now in their graves—
Let them do it, they'll find they were sadly mistaken—
They roused from their slumbers, our army of numbers,
Whose terrible tramp has the earth around shaken—
See, they rally, they rally, firm, fearless and free—
Three cheers for the Eagle—
The honest, bold Eagle—
The noble White Eagle of young Tennessee!

The weapon each wields is the weapon of truth—
The ballot! that engine of freemen so glorious—
Unpledged to an idol, as guests to a bridal,
We come to the fight and we'll leave it victorious.
And soon the whole nation our triumph shall see—
Three cheers for the Eagle—
The high-soaring Eagle—
The noble White Eagle of young Tennessee!
We point to his virtues; they speak with a tone
Which strikes the bold foe with confusion and terror;
They shrink from our anger, our trumpets' dead clangor;
We beat back the champions of fraud and of error.
While our falchions are gleaming so fearful to see—
Three cheers for the Eagle—
The white-breasted Eagle—
The noble White Eagle of young Tennessee!

They hew his ancestors now in their graves—
Let them do it, they'll find they were sadly mistaken—
They roused from their slumbers, our army of numbers,
Whose terrible tramp has the earth around shaken.
See, they rally, they rally, firm, fearless and free—
Three cheers for the Eagle—
The honest, bold Eagle—
The noble White Eagle of young Tennessee!

The weapon each wields is the weapon of truth—
The ballot! that engine of freemen so glorious—
Unpledged to an idol, as guests to a bridal,
We come to the fight and we'll leave it victorious.
And soon the whole nation our triumph shall see—
Three cheers for the Eagle—
The high-soaring Eagle—
The noble White Eagle of young Tennessee!
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